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This truly is an exciting time to be alive. In a short period of ten years, we’ve taught machines
to achieve superhuman capabilities in several areas of computer vision, speech recognition, text
translation and medical image analysis. All these become a reality with a lethal combination of
recent advances in computing technology and refinement of well-established ideas from the past
with firm theoretical backings e.g. CNNs, LSTMs. While advances in deep networks and powerful
compute technology take all the limelight, there is a key, yet underrated agent behind the success
of these advances - the availability of large amount of labeled data. The demand of labeled data
has ever since been on the rise, with an ICCV paper demonstrating nearly linear improvement in
performance of deep networks with the amount of data available. This quite evidently demonstrates
the raw power of gradient-based learning mechanisms to model complex non-linear mappings from
large amounts of data. However, I believe that the key to developing truly intelligent systems is to
develop mechanisms that learn from very sparse supervision, just like we humans seem to be able
to do, almost unconsciously. In this conquest of developing truly intelligent systems, I would like
to contribute in areas like multi-modal understanding (of vision and language) and data-efficient
machine learning systems. I, therefore, aspire to pursue a PhD at MIT.

I’m particularly excited in working with Prof. Jacob Andreas on exploring modular networks for
interpretable conversational agents in low supervision settings. I’m also interested in working with
Prof. Phillip Isola on exploring cycle-consistency in multi-modal setups (similar to my work on cycle
consistent VQA). Healthcare has emerged as one of the areas where machine learning has already
started making a significant impact. I would like to be a tiny part of the revolution and am interested
in working with Prof. Polina Golland on application of weak and semi-supervised learning in deep
biomedical image analysis (similar to my work in master’s thesis presented at MICCAI on suggestive
mixed supervision biomedical segmentation networks) and making a large impact in healthcare.

Taking forward my childhood zeal for exploring engineering sciences and successfully competing
with a million candidates for a few hundred seats at IIT-JEE, I joined the Department of Electrical
Engineering at the Indian Institute of Technology Bombay (IIT-Bombay) as a dual degree stu-
dent(Bachelor’s + Master’s). Amongst myriad areas to explore, computer vision struck me the most
in my freshmen year. To further pursue my interests, I joined our institute’s autonomous underwater
vehicle team (AUV-IITB) as a computer vision engineer. I got hands-on experience dealing with tough
problems in real-time computer vision and took my skills from amateur to professional, matching
the needs of large-scale modern engineering projects. We also ended up winning the runner’s up
at RoboSub (Annual International student AUV competition held in USA) for three consecutive
years. I also spent the next two summers at UIUC (developing arbitrary precision fixed-point libraries
for high-level synthesis), at Sony Corporation’s HQ in Tokyo (improving the picture flow quality of
BRAVIA 4.0 engine) and Google Summer of Code (developing an open source RISC-V processor
in python). All these experiences led to a significant improvement in my programming skills, open
source contributions and taught me to work in a team.

My first tryst with deep learning was when I decided to implement a CNN as a part of my
project for my course on image processing. I implemented a CNN from scratch (handwritten forward
and backward passes) and I observed first hand the elegance that lies within the intuitive foundations
underpinning CNNs, and I was hooked. This culminated in the realization that my interests lay
strongly in deep learning and ever since have only been increasing. I also strengthened my theoretical
understanding of the field by taking up relevant courses like Machine Learning, Reinforcement
Learning, Algorithms for Medical Image Processing, Computer Vision, High-Performance scientific
computing, Convex Optimization and others in the coming semesters. It was during my course on
medical image processing that I realized the vast unharnessed potential to make a great impact in
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healthcare using deep learning (DL). However, gathering large amounts of labeled data in the medical
domain is quite expensive and time-consuming, thus hindering the application of conventional DL
based methods. The lack of ImageNet-sized dataset in medical imaging made me look at data-efficient
alternatives to conventional DL methods. Out of all the methods that I explored, Ladder Networks
(NIPS 2015) struck me the most. I implemented a fully convolutional version of ladder networks
in my medical imaging projects to achieve state-of-the-art results and contacted the authors to
thank them for this wonderful work. Before I knew, I was on my way to start an internship with the
authors at The Curious AI company. I spent a beautiful summer in Helsinki working on exploring
semi-supervised and interactive methods for biomedical semantic segmentation (which are now being
used in production).

I was so moved by the internship experience that I decided to base my Master’s thesis on weak
and semi-supervised methods for biomedical image analysis. I was convinced that medical imaging is
the ideal domain for highlighting the need for semi-supervision and data efficient learning mechanisms.
I explored semi-supervised outlier detection using quasi-norm autoencoding for detecting anomalies in
biomedical data (presented as an oral paper at the International Symposium on Biomedical Imaging
[ISBI-18]). I also explored the popular task of biomedical segmentation in the context of mixed
supervision. I developed a full-resolution fully-convolutional architecture for biomedical segmentation
that jointly utilizes weak supervision from anatomical landmarks and bounding box labels and along
with strong supervision in form of dense pixelwise annotations in a multi-task setup. This work
was published as a full oral paper at Medical Image Computing and Computer-Assisted Intervention
(MICCAI) and was among top 10 papers nominated for the MICCAI Young Scientist Award. A
budget constraint version of the proposed setup was also published at the Medical Imaging Workshop
at NeurIPS2018. I was also awarded the Undergraduate Research Award (URA 03) at IIT-Bombay for
performing exceptional research in my master’s thesis (awarded to less than 2 percent of all students).
To summarize my thoughts from working in deep learning, assisting others in getting started and
getting valuable feedback from the community, I started a blog ”int const change;” and open-sourced
my paper implementations pytorch-semseg and tf-3dgan - which were very well received by the ML
and open-source community.

To further my pursuit in research, I joined the year-long AI Residency Program at Facebook AI
Research (FAIR). I’m extremely fortunate to be able to work with pioneers in the field of computer
vision and natural language. During my time at FAIR, I’ve focused on making visual question
answering (VQA) models more robust and enabling them with OCR-based capabilities to answer a
broader spectrum of questions. VQA models are known to be brittle to subtle variations in input
text queries are therefore not used in safety-critical applications. My work involved quantitatively
showcasing this brittleness of state-of-the-art VQA models to different manifestations of the same
question and proposing a training scheme which enables learning of robust VQA without using any
additional annotation. This work led to a CVPR submission “Cycle-Consistency for Robust Visual
Question Answering”. Today’s VQA models lack the capability to answer questions that need reading
and reasoning over text in images. My work here also included bestowing VQA models with the
capability to read and reason over text in images to answer questions. The work not only led us
to win the VizWiz challenge at ECCV 2018 but also has been submitted to CVPR as “Text-VQA:
Towards VQA models that can read”. I’m currently pursuing projects to make multi-modal models
more transparent and explainable.

Through all my research experiences at various organizations, I’ve endeavoured to reinforce in
myself the tenacity required to be successful at solving hard unsolved problems. I also developed
engineering skills for handling huge amounts of data and grappled with the difficulties of replicating
the results in different papers. Along with this, working in a productive research group and interacting
with researchers on a day-to-day basis was invaluable in terms of learning how to approach problems
in different ways when stuck, how to quickly and systematically dissect papers, interpret the key
points being made and how to persist when faced with what seems like a brick wall. My experience
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of working on open-ended questions has been extremely intellectually rewarding, and I hope to work
on such challenges in the future.

One can see that the thread linking my interests is that I enjoy working on open challenges in
computer vision and natural language, essentially in semi-supervised learning, multi-modal understand-
ing, and medical imaging. My strong and quick implementation skills, an in-depth background of the
field and publications, makes me feel that I have the requisite aptitude, skill set, and preparation to
succeed at performing high impact research while at MIT.

Eternally maneuvering non-convex manifolds in search of global optima,
Meet Pragnesh Shah.
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